
FIGHT NIGHT

DescrIptioN

In this corner we have the Terror of the Three Kingdons, 
he puts the Thunder in Ten Thunders, welcome Black 
Cloud! And in this corner we have the Green Grappler, 
the Bane in the Bayou, everyone’s favorite masked 
Gremlin, Manchaaaaaa Rojaaaaa!

seT Up

After hiring Crews but before revealing them to the 
opposing player, each player secretly selects one 
of their non-Leader models to be their Wrestler. 
Randomly determine a player to place her Wrestler in 
the center of the table, then the other player places her 
Wrestler in base contact with it. After both Wrestlers 
have been placed, each player secretly writes down a 
number between 0 and 4 (this is their Bet).

DeploymeNt

Randomly determine deployment.

special

The two Wrestler models may not take Attack Actions 
against any other model except the opposing Wrestler. 
No other model may target an enemy Wrestler with 
an Attack Action. Each Leader may target a friendly 
Wrestler within 6” with a (1) Interact Action to flip a 
card which may not be cheated and apply one of the 
following Conditions to the Wrestler depending on the 
card for the remainder of the Turn:

Black Joker: No effect

C Viper Cloud: Any model damaged by this model’s 
Ml Attacks gains the Slow Condition.

R Panda Belly: This model’s Ml Attack Actions which 
deal damage, deal +1 damage.

T Divine Egg Punch: Once per Turn, after dealing 
damage with an Ml Attack, this model may discard a 
card to immediately make a (1) Ml Attack.

M Sleeping Mantis: This model gains +1 Df.

Red Joker: Reactivate.

VIctory

When one of the Wrestler models is killed or 
sacrificed, each player reveals their Bets. The player 
who’s Wrestler is still in play scores a number of VP 
equal to the number they noted down for their Bet.

At the end of every Turn, any Crew which killed or 
sacrificed two or more non-Peon enemy models 
scores 1 VP. A Crew may not score more VP in this 
way than 4 minus the amount they placed for their 
Bet (For Example, if a player wrote down 4 for her bet, 
she would not be able to score any VP in this manner, 
if she wrote down 3 for her Bet, she would only be 
able to score 1 VP in this manner, etc).


